
Students on Financial Aid

At the end of two weeks, financial aid pays for the classes.

If students "withdraw from a class, which they are allowed to do in weeks 3-7, there may well be 
consequences to their financial aid.

In the past Financial Aid used to give students two "grace terms," in which they could finish less 
than the number of credits they signed up for and still receive aid the next term. But that has 
changed now, and both students and teachers need to assess mid-quarter decisions in light of the 
new rules.

Starting this year, financial aid only allows one grace period, or probationary term, and ONLY 
under certain circumstances. Here are the rules:

• Full Time students (12 credits or more) are supposed to complete at least 12 credits to remain in 
good standing. If they finish 6-11 credits they go on Probation for one term. They MUST 
complete 100% of their credits in that probation term, or they will lose their aid... And if at any 
time they finish less than 6 credits they lose their aid.

• Three quarter time students (9-11 credits) will go on probation if they complete only 5-8 
credits. They must complete 100% of their credits in their probation term... And if at any time 
they finish less than 5 credits they lose their aid.

• Half time students (6-8 credits) will go on probation the next term if they complete only 3-5 
credits. They also must complete 100% of their credits in their probation term or they will lose 
their aid... And if at any time they finish less than 3 credits they lose their aid.

• Students who take 5 or fewer credits must have a 100% completion rate every term, or they will 
lose their aid.

Getting anything other than passing grade causes problems to a student’s completion percentage. 
This includes:

• Taking an incomplete (until the new grade is recorded)
• Receiving a "Y" grade
• Receiving a "WP"
• Receiving an "F"
• Withdrawing after the first two weeks of the term

Students often withdraw from a class after the drop deadline because they believe they are going 
to get a grade that is something less than what they want. But students on financial aid often 
need to be more concerned with completing classes than with GPA. Students only need a 2.0 
GPA to keep their aid. Therefore only a few students face financial aid consequences because of 
GPA. 

In contrast, we have many, many of students who go on probation for not completing enough 
credits.
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